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How Cisco IT Designed a Separate Network to Test Cisco 
Alpha Equipment 

Special production-level network tests and validates product behavior in a 
safe environment.   

 At Cisco, reducing customer-found defects (CFDs) is a top 
priority and is an initiative mandated by CEO John Chambers. 
Although formal testing methods can, and do, isolate many problems, ● Fewe
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 
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Cisco has always understood that no amount of testing can compare to 
seeing device and software behavior in a large-scale working network.  
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Cisco product engineering methodologies require field trials with 
live traffic for preproduction products.  But Cisco IT was not willing 
to put these alpha products on its production network; they needed a 
separate network–one with live traffic yet safely separated from the 
production network. The challenge was to create a network that could 
serve to test products in a real-world situations but without slowing 
down Cisco business operations should network products fail during 
routine testing and debugging. 

end, Cisco’s Intelligent Network Systems Emerging Technologies (INSET) group designed the IT 
etwork to test new products in new configurations that change weekly. The IT organization created a barrier, 
shing and protecting the Cisco production network from the IT Alpha network. 

 results are invisible to Cisco customers: Better validation means better performance in enterprise and 
rovider networks; fewer customer problems, and far fewer technical assistance calls. It also often means 

d richer features. 

NSET finds an average of 111 bugs every month, 333 a quarter. Bringing these bugs to the attention of 
engineers, and getting them fixed before customers encounter them, is what the INSET team is all about. 

the INSET team’s most important and valuable functions is finding bugs before the product ships. Bugs 
nsive, and INSET’s work saves money and resources for both Cisco and its customers.  

quality improves significantly with testing on a production-level network. 

tudy:  http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ciscoitatwork/case_studies/routing_dl6.html
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
To read the entire case study or for additional Cisco IT case studies on a variety of business solutions, visit Cisco on 
Cisco: Inside Cisco IT www.cisco.com/go/ciscoit

NOTE 
This publication describes how Cisco has benefited from the deployment of its own products. Many factors may have 
contributed to the results and benefits described; Cisco does not guarantee comparable results elsewhere. 

CISCO PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE.  

Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties, therefore this disclaimer may not apply to 
you. 
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